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The 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan (Expo 2005 Aichi) will be
held from March 25, 2005 to September 25, 2005 on the theme
"Wisdom of Nature". At present, construction on the various

facilities and transport systems for the event is still underway.  
NHK will demonstrate Super Hi-Vision in a special theatre in the

Global House pavilion, equipping a 600-inch screen capable of
displaying 4000 scanning line ultrahigh-definition video and a 22.2
multichannel audio system.

The majority of the exterior work for the Super Hi-Vision theater complex has nearly been
completed. The installation of the system started with the construction of the audio system in the
middle of September. As of November, the loudspeakers have nearly been set up on the ceiling and
wall surfaces, and installation of the screen has started. The audio system controls and the video
system construction are scheduled for completion by the end of January.

Programs conveying an extraordinary sensation of reality are
presently being edited for the world premiere of Super Hi-Vision.
Location shoots have been conducted throughout the country, and a
wide range of video materials are being prepared, such as a "flock of
sand bubbler crab and gray staring" and an "ocean of sunflowers," under
themes such as "Inochi-no Mure (Flocks of living creatures)" and "Daichi-
no Iro (The colors of mother earth)." 

We hope that you can experience these beautiful Super Hi-Vision
video and audio presentations at Expo 2005 Aichi Japan. 

Preparations for showing Super Hi-Vision at Expo 2005 Aichi

Super Hi-Vision theater construction

Super Hi-Vision program shooting

NHK's "Global Studio" is intended to be an unconventional
space that connects to anywhere. The Global Studio will be
set up at the 2005 World Exposition in Aichi, Japan. The

World Exposition will be a place where participants and visitors
from around the world will exchange views in a search for the
wisdom needed to overcome issues facing modern society. I was
searching for a suitable broadcasting studio that could complement
this theme when I visited STRL and talked with the staff about some of the technologies under
development there. I was especially interested in the Axi-vision camera system, and I wondered if we
could use it in our broadcasts from the expo site. 

Image composition technology using blue-background chroma-keying has become common in
program production. The new Axi-vision technique that immediately
composes images using depth information by reflecting infrared light off a
subject has the ability to give chroma-keying's "sensation of wonder" very
simply*. 

The Global Studio will feature unmanned mobile robot cameras and an
exhibition of cutting-edge broadcasting technologies of NHK. Its
broadcasting will use these mobile robots as well as the Axi-vision
cameras, and visitors to the Exposition will be able to see these new
technologies in action. The Global Studio will present broadcasts from

many places on Earth, even from outer space. It will give us an opportunity to consider
how technology affects peoples' lives, nature, and the "dreams" of the 21st century. We
hope you can see our World Expo related broadcasting and the Global Studio!
* Refer to "Feature," in this issue.

(Kayoko MIYASAKA, Senior Producer, 
Broadcasting Center, Nagoya Broadcasting Station)

World Debut at Expo! "Global Studio" Using Axi-vision & Robot Camera

Axi-vision camera

Global Studio rendering
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Ultrahigh-sensitivity HDTV New Super-HARP camera employed
in film "Umoregi" (directed by Mr. Kohei OGURI). 

Kohei Oguri had thought about using a HARP camera that would
shoot beautiful pictures under dark condition to produce nighttime scenes just like images seen with
the naked eye. His interest led to him requesting NHK to provide an HDTV New Super-HARP camera
for shooting some scenes of his latest movie, Umoregi. His request was especially fortuitous because it
coincided with a study by the NHK Production Operations Center on new ways of shooting dramas
with the camera and attempts by STRL to improve the camera's picture quality.

The HDTV New Super-HARP camera was originally developed for breaking news at night and is
usually operated with sensitivity-prioritized setting. It can be used for news coverage at night without
use of lighting other than moonlight. On the other hand, nighttime shoots for dramas require a high
quality picture rather than enhanced sensitivity. We have improved the picture quality, by reducing
noise especially in the dark part of the shot and color afterimages with the lower electric gain and a
uniform electric gain for the red, green, and blue color signals.

Regarding the nighttime shooting in the woods at Odaigahara, Nara prefecture, Mr. Oguri posted
the following comment on his homepage: "Super-HARP can create a soft color tone pictures, capture
nighttime scenes in detail under the slightest light available. ... I think that we have shot nighttime
scenes that have never been seen before. This camera has a potential to extend our range of expression,
not only in film production, but also in TVdrama production." 

Based on data obtained through this experiment, we will continue development of the HDTV New
Super-HARP camera for drama productions.

Ultrahigh-sensitivity HDTV New Super-HARP
Camera for Nighttime Film Shooting

Many new PCs on the
market come equipped
with a TV reception

function. A service experiment
using such PCs is currently
underway. This experiment
involves retrieving the web
page of an NHK program that a
user is currently viewing, with a
simple click of a button. The
experiment is being conducted
jointly with a manufacturer*,
with the purpose of examining a
linkage service method for
broadcasting and the Internet
that will hopefully provide more convenient, enjoyable services.  

This service links the TV program web page navigation service "ch@net," which is provided on
NHK's official web site "NHK Online," and a TV channel being received on a PC, to allow a TV viewer
to browse the program-related web page while watching the program in an easy way. Any user of a
PC that is compliant with the software can participate in the experiment by downloading the
necessary software from the experiment's web page.

The experiment will continue until March 31, 2005. Information gathered through the experiment's
questionnaire will be used to develop convenient services for TV receivers equipped with both
broadcasting reception and interactive communications functions. * NEC Personal Products, Ltd.

Service Experiment on ch@net for TV-capable PC

Scene taken with HDTV New Super-
HARP camera
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Service experimental system for ch@net


